“Publishing Your Research: Writing a scientific paper and submitting to the right journal"

This seminar is intended to any scientists interested in better understanding the journey of a scientific paper: from its writing to its dissemination. We will discuss what happens once submitted to a journal. Who is behind the scene? Who are the teams handling your manuscript and what are their expectations? It will offer you tools to support your choice for the right journal type and model (subscription, hybrid, open access, etc.) for your research best visibility. You will be encouraged to ask any questions you have on journals and publishers.

Date & Time:
1) Tue. 21 Apr. 16:30-18:30
2) Wed. 22 Apr. 10:30-12:30

*same seminar will be hold twice during the ISAP2020 conference

Room:
to be announced

Registration:
by email

*In email please include followings
To: Emi Kusuda<kusuda.emi.gf@u.tsukuba.ac.jp>
Subject: SIGN UP_Writing Seminar_ISAP2020
Text: 1.Name
2.Email Address
3.Grade/position
4.Affiliation
5.Country
6.ISAP2020 Registration ID
7.Intended date to attend: 1) Tuesday or 2) Wednesday